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Tanya Marin, a pediatric nurse

practitioner, wanted to open her

own clinic in El Paso. But when

she looked into the requirements,

 Marin discovered that state law

required her to shell out

anywhere from $20,000 to over

$100,000 to get a doctor to

oversee her operation.

Frustrated, Marin took matters into her

own hands — over the state line.

Eighteen months ago, she opened her

own pediatric night clinic in Santa

Teresa, N.M., less than one mile from

the Texas border. She's among dozens

of trained nurse practitioners that New

Mexico, a state without a pay-to-play

requirement, has been able to steal

away from Texas. 

"I'm now working to my full capacity,''

she says.

Texas' loss is New Mexico's gain — and

the gain of 20 other states that Texas

has lost qualified nurse practitioners to

because they don't needlessly restrict

access to qualified health care.
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Texas needs to stop this talent drain.

That's why SB 681 and HB

1415, introduced by state Sen. Kelly

Hancock, R-North Richland Hills, and

state Rep. Stephanie Klick, R-Fort

Worth, deserve a fair and complete

hearing this session. 

Both bills would end the physician

supervision requirement, free

advanced-practice registered nurses

from the costly contracts, and end dual

regulation from state nursing and

physician oversight boards. These

changes would encourage more

qualified nurse practitioners like Marin

to provide primary care in Texas.

In 2013, lawmakers thought they had

made progress on health care access

problems when they allowed advanced-

practice registered nurses, which

includes trained nurse practitioners,

certified nurse midwives, nurse

anesthetists and clinical nurse

specialists, to put out a shingle and

provide basic primary care services.  As

a part of a legislative compromise, they

were required to obtain a doctor to sign

a document agreeing to supervise their

http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=85R&Bill=SB681
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work. 

 Instead of giving these RNs more

latitude to practice on their own, the

law priced them out of Texas — a state

that already has a serious physician

shortage, particularly in rural areas.

Lawmakers should look to states that

allow nurse practitioners to operate

without doctor oversight for evidence

of how these simple changes could

improve access to health care.

 In California, the number of nurse

practitioners doubled from 8,240 in

2004 to over 17,000 in 2008. Nurse

practitioners now represent at least 6

percent of all nurses in California,

 filling in some coverage gaps and

saving billions of dollars by providing

preventative care.

Editorial: Nurse-practitioner law worth
Legislature's debate

A trained nurse practitioner who could

treat a runny nose, provide basic

primary care and serve more hard-to-

reach demographics should be

encouraged to stay in Texas, a fast-
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growing state where the need for health

care resources is not going to slow

anytime soon. 

The Texas Medical Association has

cited safety concerns and suggested

that medicine is better administered as

a team. However, many of the

sponsoring doctors aren't even in the

same town as the nurses, and there is

no evidence from other states where

nurses have more freedom that patients

are at risk. Plus, nurse practitioners

here would still be subject to oversight

from the Texas Board of Nursing, nor

would these bills expand the duties

these nurses are allowed to carry out on

their own. 

The bills have widespread support from

the AARP, the Texas Association of

Business, think tanks and many nursing

associations, all part of a large coalition

that wisely sees a change in the law as a

way to improve health care in hard-to-

reach communities. 
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Texas must become creative in

delivering medical care. A generation of

nurses are retiring, nursing schools are

not producing enough young nurses to

meet rising demand, and many Texas

counties have extremely limited access

to health care. Freeing nurse

practitioners to work without costly

impediments is the right thing to do to

improve health care access across the

state. 

The real winners if these rules change

would be Texas communities that have

too few health care options.

What you can do

Contact your legislator to register your

support for SB 681 and HB 1415 to ease

costly regulations on advanced-practice

registered nurses. To find out who

represents you and how to contact

them, go to www.fyi.legis.state.tx.us/

Home.aspx and type in your address.
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 VIEW COMMENTS

Email forms are available on each

lawmaker's website. Find them at

www.house.state.tx.us/members and

www.senate.state.tx.us/directory.php.

Why it matters 

35 Texas counties have no physicians of

any kind.

80 Texas counties have five or fewer

physicians.

147 Texas counties have no

obstetrician/gynecologist.

158 Texas counties have no general

surgeon.

185 Texas counties have no general

psychiatrist.

SOURCE: "The  Physician Workforce in

Texas:  An Examination of Physician

Distribution, Access, Demographics,

Affiliations, and Practice Patterns in

Texas' 254 Counties" 

http://www.house.state.tx.us/members
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